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siglib (D.) : damana siglib (or zigib), heavy rains*

sikit (D.) : da nauyi zikit, gigantically heavy,

zil (D.) : kadan ne zil, it is quite little.

zinkin (K.) : da nauyi zfnkin, gigantically heavy,

zir (D.) : ya zamna zir, he was quite naked.

da wari zip, frightfully smelly.

ziri (K.) : ya zamna ziri, he was quite naked.

ziiim (D.) : da zurfl zirim, gigantically deep.

zoi (D.) : da zini zoi, quite sharp (pointed).

zowl (D., K.) : da zaki zowi, deliciously sweet.

da dadi zowi, very tasty.

zur (D.,K.): tsaka rana zur, noontide heat,

ziirai (K.) : da zini zdrai, quite sharp (pointed).

ztinun (K.) : da znrfl ziirum, gigantically deep.

For ease of reference, an alphabetical list of Hausa

words with their adverbs is now given :

azige ziglb, ziglib. doaohi for.

babba shirim. dufa kirin*

bakki kirin, sit. fari fat, fer, fet.

bin rak. gajere gubal, kidil,

ohikke fal. kilit.

dadi zowl. ganye sharaf.

daia lak. hankuri lau.

damana shirit, zigib, ziglib. harsM shakat.

danye shar, sharab, sharat, ja wnr.

shatak, shirit. kabri dabas, kataf,

darme mazau, sab. kirtib, kitib.

dauda dakab, dakan. kadan zil.

dia flarzak, fazak» kaiil faiyau, fiau.
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kankanni kilit.

karami kurum.

kekashashe karau, marau.

kora taL

kurma fitik, fatik.

kiusa dibis, tis.

lafia lau.

lami shatak.

maikarifl gagau*

maikeau yom.

mailafla kalau, tilas.

makafo dilim.

nauyi zikit, zinkin.

rubabbe zagob, zagom.

sabo garau, karau, sanka.

samtsi sibal, silib, silim.

sanyi kalau, karau.

sasari fal.

sauki fUrat.

shudi shar, shau.

shuni shau.

tabshi limas, lukoB, tilas,

tubus, tukos.

tatiri igir, kigir, tikir.

tsaka rana zur.

tsami kor.

tsaya kam.

tsofo tnkub, tukuf.

wada kidil.

wari dowiy zir.

wayo kwanai*

zafi kau.

zaki zowi.

zaxnna dom, zir, ziri.

zanwa shar.

zini zoi, znrai.

zurfl zirim, zunim.

KANURI ADVERBS (78)

bug (buggo) : wu Shiga buggo bangi, I gave him a
violent blow.

chab: sasali ohab, heavily loaded with chains.

chir (KL tsirit): kau dabu chir, noontide heat.

(Koelle gives kau tsou tsirit, the sun is very hot.)

chit : kime chit, deep red.

chom : chim*chim chom, quite sour,

chwai : kgji ohwai, deliciously sweet.
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dam : ngai dam, thus exactly. [Cf. Benton, Sultanate

of BornUy p. 312.]

damasdk : mbarena damasdk, we are tired out. [Cf.

Benton, Sultanate of Bornu^ p. 3iiJ.]

de: b§rag§ de, quite naked.

digid: kurgogg digid, gigantically heavy,

firei : bunye fdrei, pitch dark.

flau : amasg flau, quite cool (of weather).

timiwa flau, quite sharp (edged),,

fllak : tglam-z§ fllak, very talkative.

flyat (Kl. plot) : kuriigu flyat, gigantically long.

fog : bid fog, quite white.

ohim fog, quite bitter.

for : de for, quite empty.

folot : kambai fulot, quite light (of weight).

futik. Vide poteg.

kal: kalkalniskgna kal, I have made it quite

straight.

kam (Kl. ken) : dunoa kam, gig^antically strong. (Cf.

kan, and also kam in Hausa, upright.)

kan : belin kan, quite new (metal).

karan : ndi karan, only two.

k§dgg : n§mgata k§d§g, quite silent.

kgd§n : k§d§n ngmgin, I will be quite silent.

ken. Vide kam.

kirik : ndi kirik, only two.

kirtib : t§mruwa kirtib, very thick (porridge).

kitib : tgmruwa kitib, very thick (board or material),

kong: k§la-nfm kong dega, sit down by yourself.

[Cf. Benton, Sultanate of Bornu^ p. '>^\S*\
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kiimm : gana kiinim, quite small.

wada kiirum, a regular dwarf,

lai: kfllffia lai, very well.

kalali lai, quite gentle (of character).

kanadiwa lai, very patient.

las. Vide t§las.

lok (KL Ion) : tilo lok, only one.

Ion. Vide lok.

miau (Kl. miu, meu) : kgji miau, very tasty (especially

if well spiced).

nchil (Kl. ntsil) : gana nchil, very little. [Cf. chii-

laga, little.]

ndgn : kabugu nd§n, quite short.

ngaral: bone ngaral, lie down at your ease. [Cf.

Benton, Sultanate of Bornu^ p. 311.]

ntsil. Vide nohil.

pau ; kurkum pan, quite yellow. [Cf. Benton, Kamiri
Readings^ vocabulary, * Khurgum '.]

angal pau, very wise.

[pgrat. von Duisburg, p. 96, gives Eirnagu pgrat,

very yellow, but I cannot get this con-

firmed.]

Pft : chglim pgt^

piot. Vide flyat

pit : tsou pit, great heat.

p61gg : kagafu polgg, very foolish.

p6t§g : muga potgg, stone-deaf.

kumbu p6tgg, stone-blind.

[chflim p6t§g, very black ; vide von Duisburg,

p. 112.]

coal-black.
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r&shak : tamsugu tata rdshak, the fruitful tamarind

(proverbial expression).

sal: selle sal, quite bald.

s&lag. Vide silat*

salag: kambai salag, quite light (of weight).

Bgrdm : dubdo sgram, the whole day.

shau : ribla (lifila) shau, quite blue. (Cf. Koelle,

lifula, silver.)

shiliu: amas§ shiliu, quite cool (weather).

silak : tglala silak, quite smooth.

silik: tglala silik, quite smooth.

silat (KL salag): kglam silat, quite tasteless^ unsalted.

silit: amasg silit, quite cold (water).

sul : de siil, quite empty.

bgragg sul, quite naked,

targt. Vide tirit.

tfbgs (tubus) : tglala t§bgs, quite soft (food).

tel: bul tel, quite light-coloured,

tglis (KK las); tglala tglis, quite soft (pillows and

garments),

kalali tglas, quite gentle (of character).

tsabal kgllgfla tglas, a perfectly secure road,

tglgs : dubdo tglgs, the whole day.

tgl^sso ; tsgbgd tgl§sso, the whole day long.

tgn : kabugu tgn, quite short,

tgs : karangg tgs, quite near,

kabugu tgs, quite near,

tikib : jgrgskiua tikib, I tie tightly,

tilib: tglala tilib, quite soft (pillows and garments).

tim. Vide turn.
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[tirik: kgri tirik, very green. Vide von Duisburg,

p. 98.]

tirit (Kl. targt) : kgri tfrit, quite green.

ning§ri tirit, time of the fresh green after the rains.

(Koelle's translation of kali tar§t by 'quite blue*

must be the result of an oversight. His vocabu-

lary supports the meaning of ' green, unripe ' by
giving da kali targt, underdone meat.)

tsai : bglin tsai, quite new (garment).

tsar: ngamdu tsar, quite dried up.

kibu tsar, hard as a rock.

tsgr: nga tsgr, very well (health).

tsirit. Vide ehir. [von Duisburg, p. 96, gives

kirnagu njirit, very yellow, but I cannot get this

confirmed.]

tubus. Vide tgbgs*

tukiib: kiarizina tukub, he is as old as the hills.

tiun (Kl. tim) : kura turn, gigantically large. (Also

kiira nggla.)

zazir: kime zazir, deep red. (The first syllable of

zazir is the Hausa word ja, red.)

ziglib : ninggri ziglib, heavy rains.

kilizina ziglib, it is very sloppy.

z6i : tsiniwa z6i, quite sharp (pointed^.

For case of reference, an alphabetical list of Kanuri

words, with their adverbs, is now given :

amasg flau, shiliu, silit. bglin kan, tsai.

angal pau. bgragg de, sid.

bangin bug, buggo. bongin ngaraL
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bul fog, tel.

bunye farei.

chglim pft, potgg.

chim fog.

chim-chim chom.

de for, sul.

dubdo sgram, t§lfs.

dunoa kam.

gana kurum, nchil, ntsil

jgrgskin tikib.

kabugu nd§n, t§n, tgs.

kagafu polgg.

kalali lai, tglas.

kalkalniskin kaL

kambai folot, salag.

kanadiwa lai.

karangg tgs.

kau dabu chir.

kgji chwai, miau.

kglam salag, silat.

kgla-ngm kong dega.

kgUgfia lai.

kgri tirit, tirik.

kiarizina tukub.

kibu tsar,

kilizina ziglib.

kitne chit, zazir.

kirnagu pgrat, tsirit (P).

kumbu potgg.

kura turn.

kurgogg digid.

kurkum pau.

kxirugu flyat, piot.

mbarena damasak.

muga potgg.

ndi karan, kirik.

ngmgin kgdgg, kgdgn.

nga tsgr.

ngai dam.

ngamdu tsar.

ninggri tirit, ziglib.

ribla shau.

sasali chab.

selle sal.

tamsugu tata rashak.

tglala silak, silik, tgbgs,

tglas, tilib, tubus,

tglam-zg fUak.

tgmruwa kirtib, kitib.

tilo lok.

timiwa fiau.

tsabal kgUgfia tglas.

tsgbgd tglgsso.

tsiniwa zoi.

tsou pit.

wada kurum.

Although some of the adverbs given above are

common to both Hausa and Kanuri (out of 85 Hausa
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and 78 Kanuri adverbs 17 show obvious similarities)

this is probably mostly due to borrowings. What is

really more remarkable in this class of words is the

type of sound which is common to both languages, by
virtue of which, to a certain degree, they seem cast

from the same mould.

Their different character is most noticeable in the

sound of the final syllable. Whilst both in Hausa
and Kanuri vowel terminations are the rule, the

majority of the words given above end in a consonant,

and quite a considerable number of them in t, g (k),

and b, which otherwise are never found at the end

of a word. Moreover, in these explosive final syl-

lables only the restrictive sound is heard, not the

explosive.

Still more striking is the very general difference

which appears in the accent of these adverbs. In

comparison with the preceding word which they are

to strengthen, they are distinguished by emphatic

stress and by a rising inflexion of perhaps about a

quarter of a tone; owing to this the inflexion in two-

syllabled words remains the same in each syllable.

For lack of sufficient material I cannot here pursue

the question of whether and to what extent they are

borrowed from other languages. Perhaps Koelle was

right in considering them as recently coined sound-

symbols. This is very probably true in the cases

where the a(Werb borrows its sound from the parti-

cular word which it has to emphasize. Whilst in the

Turkish phrases qap qara = coal-black, kup kuru =
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perfectly dry, mas mawy = sky-blue, bom bosh =:

quite empty, &c., &c., the prefix is formed from the

adjective which follows by means of alliteration and

assonance, so also a like similarity of sound would

account for the similar formation of the adverbs in

lafla lau (H), lafia lai (B.), fori fat (H.), eafl zou (H.),

shudi shau (H.), zaki zoi (H.), zini zoi (H.), zurfi

zirim (H.), karami kurum (H.), tabshi tubus (H.),

dauda dakab (H.), tflala tglas (B.), selle sal (B.),

chim-chim chom (B.)
;

perhaps even in the Hausa

kaifl fiau and the Kanuri kfji chwai and tilo lok,

where the alliteration depends on the second syllable

of the adjective.

In connexion with this, one may here mention

another method of forming sound-symbols, which is

used in Hausa (Damagaram dialect) to express bodily

defects. I have found it in the following instances

:

tunkuyin tunkuikui = maidoro (hump-backed) ; zun*

kuyiu zunkuikui = maibabbanohibi = Kanuri zum*
bultUy abu dabua, i.e. afflicted with a prominent

navel ; dakirin dakaka =r maimara (cf. Mischlich

mara, belly), i. e. pot-bellied, one who has put on flesh

only round the stomach.



THE PARTS OF SPEECH

I. THE NOUN

There are two kinds of nouns :

(a) primitive ; (d) derivative.

By primitive nouns are meant such as appear as

independent substantives in the sentence without

having been composed by transformation from another

word ; nearly all these substantives denote concrete

ideas, e.g. aba, father; ya, mother; tata, child; fgri

horse ; fe (pe), cow ; koro, donkey.

In contrast to the primitive nouns, the derivative

ones are for the most part of an abstract nature. They
are composed

:

I. By the addition of a prefix to the root-word in

question, which is either :

(i) a primitive substantive

;

(a) an adjective

;

(3) the infinite of a verb
;

(4) a substantival infinitive.

IL By the addition of a suffix :

(i) to a primitive substantive
;

(a) to an infinitive.
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Examples.

I. (i) Prefixing the syllable ngm in front of a

concrete substantive

:

n§m-abai fatherhood, derived from aba, father*

ngm-ya, motherhood, „ „ ya, mother,

ngm-tata, childhood, „ „ tata, child,

ngm-mai, kingship, „ „ mai, king,

ngm-mallam, priesthood, „ „ mallam,priest (lite-

rate person).

(a) Prefixing the syllable ngm in front of an
adjective

:

ngmgana, smallness, derived from gana, small.

ngxzikiLra, bigness, „ „ kara, big.

nginktirugu, length, „ „ kurugu, long,

ngmnggla, goodness, „ „ nggla, good,

ngmkarite, excellence, „ „ karite, excellent.

ngmdibi, badness, „ „ dibi, bad.

ngmkeji, sweetness, „ „ keji, sweet,

ngmehim, bitterness, „ „ chim, bitter.

(3) Prefixing the syllable ngm in front of the infini-

tive of the verb ending in -ngin (first person singular

Present II, Verb Class A)

:

ngmgotu, deprivation, derived from gotu, to take.

ngmletu, departure, „ „ letu, to go,

ngmbotu, sleep, „ „ botu, to sleep.

ngmkamtu, cut, „ „ kamtu, to cut.

Prefixing the syllable kgn in front of the infinitive

of the verb ending in -skin (first person singular
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Present II, Verb Class B). As a rule substantives

composed in this way are rarer than those of the former

class. Some examples are :

kgndio, deedt derived from die, to do.

k§ngago, entry, „ „ gago, to enter.

If the root-word to which the syllable kgn is pre-

fixed begins with the letter r, 1, or m, the kgn becomes

by assimilation k§l, kgr, or kgm, e.g.

:

kgllado, sale, derived from lado, to sell.

kgrru, sight, „ „ ru, to see.

k§rrago, love, „ „ rago, to love,

kimibu, food, „ „ mbu, to eat«

(It is to be noted that the letter § of the prefix

becomes u whenever u is the first vowel in the root-

word.)

(4) Every infinitive can be used as a substantive.

It thus corresponds to the substantival infinitive in

German. Usually the substantival infinitive is only of

the first and third conjugations, e.g. ritu:

ritu, fearing, fear, derived from ritu, to fear,

tultu, Avashing, wash, „ „ tultu, to wash.

botu, sleeping, sleep, „ „ botu, to sleep.

gotu, depriving, deprivation^ „ „ gotu, to take.

On the other hand,

rita, fearing, derived from rita, to be afraid.

tulta, washings „ .„ tulta, to wash oneself*
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Accordingly one has at one's disposal several forms

of a word to express the same thing, e.g.

:

cut, ngmkamtu, kamtu, kamta.

fear, ngmritu, ritu, rita.

II. (i) The addition of a suffix to a primitive noun

:

(a) The syllable -ma is suffixed to a noun to

denote profession

;

bglama, village headman, derived from bgla, town.

kag§lma, blacksmith, *„ „ kaggl, anvil,

lifulama, silversmith, „ „ lifolai silver,

sunoma, shoemaker, „ „ sxmo, shoe,

katima, mason, „ „ kati, clay.

(d) The syllable -rami to denote a thing standing

in some particular relation to the root-word

:

muskoram, bracelet, derived from muBko, arm.

kasamram, window, „ „ kasam, wind*

kanniiram, fire-place, oven, „ „ kannu, fire.

(i) The addition of the suffix -ram to an infinitive :

tulturam, washtub, derived from tultu, to wash.

boturam, sleeping-place, „ „ botu, to sleep,

kiddaturam, tool, „ „ kiddatu, to work.

p§rat§ram, broom, „ „ pgratu, to sweep.

kutgram, looking-glass, „ „ kuto, to bring

(because looking-glasses used to be brought from

Tripoli).

It is to be noted with regard to this method of word-

formation that the m of the prefix nfm is commonly

assimilated to the letter which follows it, but with the
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exception of the examples given above this should be

regarded as incorrect. In the correct speech of the

learned men of Bomu one finds practically no trace of

assimilation. The same holds good of the elision of

consonants when a prefix or sufHx is added to the

root When talking quickly, one or other letter

appears to be elided, but this is not the correct usage.

Corresponding to the compounds made with nouns

are the compounds made with proper names and titles
;

it happens, however, that these compounds are only of

the suffix variety, c. g.

:

mairami princess, derived from mai, king,

mallamram, priest's daughter, „ „ mallami priest.

askuram, soldier's daughter, „ „ askiur, soldier

(Arabic).

Adami, son of Adam. Aisami^ son of Aisa.

Kelltuni, son of Kellu. Isami, son of Isa.

To denote the inhabitants of diflferent places, the

syllable -bu is added to the place-name, e.g.

:

Dikoabix, the inhabitants of Dikoa.

MorabUy „ Mora.

Gadjibobu, „ Gadjibo.

To denote a place or district name the syllable -ri

is added, e. g.

:

Mandarari, Mandara country.

Shuwari, Shuwa country.

Gubdori, Gubdo's town.

Adamri, Adam's town.

(Koelle considers words compounded with -ri as
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adjectives. This cannot be right, since, for example,

the Kanuri living in Mandara are expressly spoken of

as Kanuri-Mandararibe, and Kanuris in Shuwa country

as Kanuri-Shuwaribe, whence it is obvious that the

word compounded with -rl is to be considered as a

substantive, for -be is the genitive termination.)

a. The Plural

There is a plural form for the substantive (though it

is seldom used), which consists in the addition of the

syllable -wa. In words ending in u or o, however, the

w is elided, e.g.

abawa, fathers ;
yawa, mothers

;

kamua, women ; koroa, donkeys ;

patoa, compounds.

Exceptions occur in the words :

tatoa, children, derived from tata, child

;

mainoa, princes, „ „ maina, prince
;

where the final a is changed into o.

At the present day, this plural form is only used

when one specially wants to denote a considerable

number of objects. The plural form is seldom used

in ordinary conversation, especially with numerals or

words denoting number. The plural form, however,

is commonly used in documents. Thus one says

:

aba ndi, two fathers, instead of abawa ndi.

ya ndi, two mothers, „ yawa ndi.

ffr ndi, two horses, „ fgrwa ndi.

An example of a collective plural is : am, people.
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3, Gender

There is usually no difference between the masculine

and the feminine genders. In the case of living beings,

however, special words for distinguishing sex are some-

times found, e.g.

:

koa, koanga, kam, man. kamu, woman.
zairo, youth. pero, girl.

kiari, old man. kgmgrso, old woman.
tata, boy. pero, girl,

kalia, slave. Mr, woman slave.

dala, knemo, ox. pe, cow,

ngalaro, ram. dimi, ewe.

dal, he-goat. kani, she-goat.

gubogum, cock. kui, kugui, hen.

To distinguish the sex of other living beings, one

employs as auxiliary words koa, man, and kamu,

woman ; or one adds the word bi for masculine beings,

and kxurguri, mare, or kani, she-goat, for the cor-

responding feminine, e. g.

:

fe kama or fe kurguri, female of cattle.

pe koa or pe bi, male of cattle.

fgr kamu or fgr kurguri, mare.

fgr koa or f§r bi, stallion.

koTo koa or koro bi, donkey stallion.

koro kamu or koro kurguri, donkey mare.

k§ri koa or k§ri bi, dog.

k§ri kamu or k§ri kurguri, bitch.

kalgimo kamu or kalgimo kurguri, she-camel.

kalgimo koa or kalgimo bi, he-camel.
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ng§ri dal, buck gazelle.

nggri kaui, doe gazelle.

It is to be noted that the feminine word is used to

denote the species, thus :

pe, cattle ; dimi, sheep ; kani, goat ; kui (kugui),

fowl.

Special names of species are :

am, people ; kgnjl, slave of either sex ; tatoa,

children.

4. THE ARTICLE

There is an article which is attached to the substan-

tive. It is the syllable -tf , e. g.

:

kam-tg, the man (a particular one),

kamu-tg, the woman „ „

fer-tg, the horse „ „

It is to be noted that if no particular object is

meant, the article is not attached. This -tg has a

meaning intermediate between that of a definite article

and a demonstrative pronoun. If no particular object

is meant then the syllable -tg is omitted.

5. DECLENSION

Substantives are declined by the addition of suffixes,

and the cases include Nominative, Accusative, Geni-

tive, Dative, and Locative (which includes the Latin

Ablative). Examples

:
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Nom. B.ba*ye, father ; tata-ye, son ; askur-ye, soldier.

Ace. aba-ga, „ tata-ga, „ askur-ga, „

Gen. aba-be^ „ tata-be» „ askur-be, ,i

Dat. aba-ro, „ tata-ro, „ asktir-ro, „

Log. aba-n, ,, tata-n, „ askur*-nin, ,,

(better than -n).

In conversation one seldom hears the nominative

and accusative case-endings, but they are common in

the written language.

By the case here called Locative is expressed * means,

position, direction', &c., e.g.

:

aba-n, through, with, by, on, from (the) father.

tata-n, „ „ „ son.

b§la-n, „ „ „ town.

kasugu-n, „ „ „ market.

musko-n, „ „ „ hand.

shila-n, „ „ „ bone.

As may be seen above in the case of the word

askur, the locative case of words ending in a consonant

is usually formed with -in or-nin, not -n. Still more

commonly with such words one employs the suffix

-Ian, which may be considered as the locative case of

a primitive but now obsolete substantive -la. It is

difficult to translate the exact meaning of -la into

English ; the nearest equivalent, perhaps, would be

-la, reference to ; -Ian, with reference to. In con-

sequence of this comprehensive meaning of -Ian it

is commonly employed in default of an exactly
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corresponding preposition, whether the word ends

in a vowel or in a consonant, e. g,

:

musko-lan, with, through, or because of the hand,

fgr-lan, „ „ „ horse.

dibal-lan, „ „ „ road.

The declension of personal pronouns follows the

same rules as those given above for substantives.

6. THE ADJECTIVE

There are two kinds of adjectives : (i) primitive
;

(2) derivative, e.g.

:

(i) ng§la, good ; dibi, bad ; ngubbu, many
;
gana,

small ; kura, large ; ktirugu, long ; kabugu, short

;

kuyintu, far ; karangg, near ; dgudi, sick ; karit^,

accurate ; butu, cheap ; zau, dear ; dua, quick ; bul,

white ; ts§lim, black.

(2) (a) Adjectives formed by suffixing -wa (pro-

nounced quickly like -ua) ; -wa can be suffixed to

any substantive. It means roughly ' provided with ',

' furnished with '

:

duno, strength, becomes dunowa, dunoa, strong,

augal, understanding, „ angalwa, prudent*

nki, water,

kangadi, horn,

tata, child,

tsuro, belly,

kanna, hunger,

nkiwa, watery,

kangadiwa, horned,

tatoa, prolific.

tsiirowa, pregnant.

kannawa, hungry.
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This syllable -wa can also be attached to an adjective

which is in agreement with a substantive preceding it

;

the suffix then has the meaning of ' with, accompanied

by', e.g.:

f§r kurawa iskina, I arrived with a big horse.

pe yasggwa kongina, I passed by with three cattle.

(6) Adjectives formed by suffixing -ma to a name
or a word which already itself denotes profession or

position, e. g,

:

Bomuma
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7. Comparison of Adjectives

Strictly speaking only one degree of comparison

exists. It is expressed in two different ways

:

(i) By affixing -go to the adjective to be compared
;

(2) By a paraphrase with the verb kotu, to surpass,

excel.

Examples.

8hi wuro kura-go

he to me bigger

He is bigger than me
or

shi ngmkurautsgn wuga kotsgna

he as regards his bigness me he has passed

He is bigger than me.

( ndaso \

dabondon i , \ wuro kurago
I ndu J

in your middle who to me bigger

Which of you is bigger than me?

or

dabtmdon ndu wuga kots§na xi§mkuraiits§lan

in your middle who me has passed in his bigness

1, e. Who is bigger than me ?

That there is no special form for the superlative is

proved by the following examples

:

ndu-ndo kiari kuj*a-be-go

who of you old big of is

Which of you is the oldest ?



or

ndu-ndo n§mkiarin nandi-so kots§zia

who of you in age you all passes

Which of you is the oldest ?

The comparative form is commonly omitted, so that

it is a question of a simple statement regarding the

length, size, or age of two substantives.

Examples,

dibal atg ra dibal tutu nduso kuyintu

road this or road that which far

Is this road or that one the farther ?

f§r atg ra f§r tutu ndxiso kura

horse this or horse that which big

Is this horse or that one the bigger ?

One kind of comparison comparable to the English
' very, extremely ', is expressed by the words tsouro

and linta, e. g.

:

fgr atg tsouro kura

horse this very big

This horse is very big.

fgr atg kura linta

horse this big extremely

This horse is extremely big.

nki atg tsouro kgji

This water is very sweet.

fgr atg tsouro kura linta

This horse is extremely big.
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8.- PRONOUNS

(i) Personal Pronouns

wu (commonly pronounced as u), I

ai thou

Bhi he, she, it

andi ....... we
nandi, nai you

eandiy sai they

When standing alone and not in conjunction with

a verb, the strengthening suffix -ma is usually added :

Wuma, nima, shima, andima, nandima (naima),

Bandima (saima).

The personal pronouns may stand in front of the

various forms of the verb, but in conversation at least

they are often omitted, since the verb itself denotes

the person by the inflexions of its conjugation. Thus
one can say

:

I go, wu lengin, or simply lengin (more accurately,

I am going),

thou goest, ni lenfmin, or simply len§min.

he goes, bIu letsin (l0jin), or simply letsin (lejin).

we go, andi lenyen, or simply lenyen.

you go, nandi (nai) lenuwi, or simply lenuwi.

they go, sandi letsai (lesai), or simply letsai (lezai).

The declension of the personal pronoun is the same
as that of the noun. It is to be noted that the accusa-

tive ending is employed and not omitted in the case

of pronouns, e. g.

:
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bisga niga ruskina, I saw you yesterday.

at§ shiro gulnginay I told him that.

The genitive case is usually only employed with the

addition of the strengthening suffix -ma; thus wumabe*

nimab«, &c., are better than wube, nibe, &c.

By an idiomatic usage one does not employ the

genitive of the pronoun, but makes use of the following

paraphrase

:

fgr at§ ndube, whose horse is that ?

horse that who of.

Answer : kaske (not wumabe), mine.

kag§ngm (not nimabe), thine.

kag§iLts§ (not shimabe), his.

The word kagg means ' property ', and in the first

person singular is contracted into kaske instead of

kaggni.

If the verb is the interrogative or imperative the

pronoun commonly comes after the verb, and in this

case takes the case-ending in the dative but not in the

accusative, e. g.

:

gidle shiro instead of shiro guile, tell him.

pangmma shi instead of Shiga pangmma-ba, do you

hear it ?

bobongmma shiP instead of Shiga bobongmma-bay

have you called him ?

[In British Bomu at any rate, the second form is

the more usual.]
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(2} The Possessive Pronoun

The possessive pronoun is suffixed to the word it

qualifies, and consists of the following syllables :

-ni, my.

-ngm, thy.

-ntsg, his, her, its.

-nde, our.

-ndo, your,

-ntsa, their.

Examples.

abani, my father, yani, my mother, tatani, my child.

aban§m, thy father, yangm, thy mother, tatangm, thy

child, &c.

To strengthen the possessive meaning one uses the

word kagg with the possessive pronoun attached ; for

the meaning of this word, vide above.

Examples.

fgrni, my horse ; strengthened form, fgr kaske, my
(own) horse.

fgrngm, thy horse ; strengthened form, fgr kaggngm,
thy (own) horse.

With the help of the possessive pronoun also the

word * self is expressed by suffixing the pronoun to

the noun kgla, head (or ro, life).
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wu k§laniy I myself (literally, I my life).

ni kglan§m, thou thyself, &c.

abani k§lant8§, my father himself.

yan§m kglantBg, thy mother herself.

b§lama kglantsf, the village headman himself

bglamawa kglantsa, the village headmen themselves.

When the substantive to which the possessive pro-

noun belongs is followed by an adjective, the pronoun

is placed between them, i. e. it follows immediately

after its substantive. Thus :

f§rni kura, my big horse.

koroni gana, my small donkey.

abani d§ndi, my sick father.

If these phrases stand alone without anything

following they can also mean * my donkey is small ',

* my horse is big ',
* my father is sick '. The sense is

given by the context.

(3) The Demonstrative Pronoun

atf, this^ ph^ral these ; Koelle gives anl, these,

tutu, that, plwal those ; Koelle gives toni, those.

Both pronouns can stand alone ; in this case they

are commonly strengthened by the suffix -ma, e.g. :

at§ma, this (emphatic),

tutuma, that (emphatic).

When used in accordance with a substantive, the

pronoun stands immediately after such substantive.

If the substantive is qualified by a numeral or an
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adjective, the pronoun follows the numeral or adjec-

tive, e.g.:

kam at§, this man.

kam tutu, that man.

fgr atg, this horse.

kamu tutu, that woman.

mai kura at§, this great king.

mai kura tutu, that great king.

If in the last example but one the words were

transposed and read Mai at§ kura it would mean * this

king is great '.

It is to be noticed that in speaking quickly the

letter a of at§ is often omitted, especially when atg

follows an a, less commonly some other vowel. In

correct speaking, however, special emphasis is laid on

the demonstrative pronoun, and the word atg is clearly

pronounced as a dissyllable. Thus in talking quickly

one may say

:

fgr-tg, this horse,

kam-tg, this man.

kamu-tg, this woman,

aba-tg, this father.

In the above-mentioned instances it cannot be

decided whether the -tg is a mutilated demonstrative

pronoun or the article.

An omission of the syllable -tu in tutu is not

admissible.

[Koelle says -tu is the usual form.]

In connexion with the above it is to be noticed

that the suffix -tg can also have the meaning of ' as
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regards ',
* with respect to *• In this case -tg cannot

be considered as an article or as a demonstrative pro-

noun, especially at the beginning of a sentence when

followed by a personal pronoun or substantive. It

then usually has a similar meaning to the emphatic

syllable -ma.

With regard to the use of -tg in relative sentences^

vide the section thereon. Examples :

wu-tg mana at$ pangani.

As regards me words this I have not heard.

mai-t§ shi matsin ba.

As regards the king he seeks not.

andirtg uantsgro lenyen.

As regards us to him we go.

With the help of the demonstrative pronoun the

following expression is composed :

atggai, such (gai or ngai, like, as).

Examples

:

kam atfgai, such a man.

f§r atggoi, such a horse.

When atggai stands alone (usually in answers to

questions) it has the meaning of * truly, it is so, quite

right'. The expression at§ma standing alone may
have the same meaning.

(4) The Relative Pronoun

There is no relative pronoun In our sense. Where
in English one would have a relative sentence, in
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Kanuri there is either simply the syllable -tg suffixed

to the verb, or -t§ is omitted and the sense is given

only by the context. Examples

:

Kam bisga ruskina -tf bobone

or

Kam bisga rusldna bobone.

Call the man whom I saw yesterday.

F§r ku 8§ba ruskina *t§ kute

or

Fgr ku 8gba ruskina kute.

Bring the horse which I saw this morning.

Gadu kgrma yeskina -tg gemne
or

Gadu kgrxna yeskina genine.

Throw away the wart-hog which I shot just now.

One can see from the foregoing examples that the

relative sentence standing between the noun and the

syllable -tf assumes to a certain extent the place of

an adjective ; this may be seen also from the following

examples

:

Pato bisga ruskina -tg -ro lene.

Go to the compound which I saw yesterday.

Bgla bari bongin -tg -ro kam pal note.

Send a man to the town where I am going to sleep

to-morrow.

Instead of the syllable -tg (the syllable denoting the

article) one can also use the demonstrative atg ; in
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this way the noun to which the relative sentence refers

is emphasized) thus

:

Kam ngfla -tg -ro mana guile.

Tell the matter to a man who is good.

or

Kam nggla atg -ro mana guile.

Tell the matter to this good man.

If in English the relative pronoun is in the genitive

or dative while the noun to which it refers is not, the

correct way of expressing oneself is in (a) to attach

the corresponding possessive pronoun, in (d) to insert

the personal pronoun, e. g.

:

(a) Bflama kamuntsg tsggashina ntma.

The village-headman whose wife ran away is dead.

Tata muskontsg kadaboa bane [bangne].

Beat the boy whose hand is dirty.

Kam manantsg jire kolle.

Let go the man whose story is true.

(6) Kamu ago atf shiro yiskina tsouro tsuroa.

The woman to whom I gave this thing is far gone
in pr^nancy.

Kgri kombu shiro yiskina kaske.

The dog to whom I gave food is mine.

When two nouns follow each other and are depen-
dent on each other, the relative sentence follows the

noun to which it belongs; the other noun follows the
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relative sentence and has the possessive pronoun
attached to it, e.g.:

Kam bisga ruakina -t§ patontB^ro lene.

Go to the compound of the man whom I saw
yesterday.

F§r ku 3ribtLBkinfr -t§ ktrndurintsg kamne.

Hog the mane of the horse which I bought

yesterday.

Pato bisga niskina -t§ kfmants§ bobone.

Call the master of the compound which I saw
yesterday.

(5) The Interrogative Pronoun

I. NduP Who?
a. Abi (afl) P What, which ?

3. NdasoP Which?
4. Ndagu, ndawo P How much ?

All interrogative pronouns have the same case-

endings as nouns and adjectives.

I, Ndu only refers to persons (but vide note) ; e.g.

:

Ndu at§ tsfd§ P Who did this ?

Ndu mana at§ gidtsf P Who told this word ?

Ndu bari ishin P Who is coming to-morrow ?

F§r atg ndube P Whose horse is this ?

Nduro manatsg P To whom did he speak ?

Nduga rumma na atfn P Whom did you see here?

Note. In the following case ndu does not refer to

a person

:

Tsun§m ndu P What is your name ?
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%. Abi mangmin (mangm) P What do you want ?

Abi atf P What is this ? what does this mean ?

Abi gulfmma P What did you say ?

F^r abi tsouro pomtsin P Which horse is a good

walker ?

Sisga abi bari kamngmin P Which tree are you

going to cut down to-morrow ?

Eangadi da abibe ragfm P Which animal's horns

do you want ?

Bgla abiro letsin P Which town did he go to ?

3. Ndaso always refers to some one out of a limited

(and before-mentioned) number ; as well as of persons,

it is also used of animals and things. Examples :

Bgla ndi atf zidaso ragfm P

Which of these two towns do you like ?

8ai yasgf atf ffr -tf ndasobe P

To whom of these three does the horse belong ?

Fato ndi atf ndasoro lenfmin P

To which of these two compounds are you going?

4. Ndagu P How many, how much ?

Ago atf garsa ndagn P

How many dollars does this thing cost ?

Kasugon am ndagu kfrma P

How many people are there now in the market ?

Am ndaguro mana atf gultsf P

To how many people did he tisll this word ?

Tata (tatoa) am ndagube nuna P

How many people's children are dead ?
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Notes. If a word preceding abi ends in an a, both

letters are contracted when speaking quickly into one

broad a, e. g, :

k§8ga abi (afl) = kfsga-bi, which tree ?

da abi = da-bi, which meat ?

bgla abi = bgla-bi, which town ?

saa abi == saa-bi, which time ?

Even with other nouns it is not unusual for the a of

the pronoun abi to be contracted ; e. g.

:

8uno abi = suno-bi} which shoe ?

fgr abi = ffr-bi, which horse ?

ago abi = ago-bi, which thing f

To all interrogative pronouns the strengthening or

emphatic syllable -ma can be suffixed in connexion

with the negative word ba ; they have the following

meanings

:

ndxuna ba, no one.

ndasozua ba, no one.

aflma ba, nothing.

(6) Indefinite Pronouns

{a) By suffixing the syllable -so :

nduflo, any one (referring to persons only when
standing alone), but

koa abiso, any man.

kamu abiso, any woman,

da abiso, any animal.

ago abiso, any thing.
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Obsolete and unusual forms are

:

ndaguso, however many (i. e. all),

ndasoso, whichever (i, e. each).

(d) By suffixing the syllable -yaye (which when
speaking quickly sounds almost like aye, yai, ai) :

nduyaye (ndu-ai), any, any you please (standing

alone).

ndasoyaye (ndaso-ai), whoever.

abiyaye (abi-ai)> whichever, whatever.

ndagajaiye (ndagu-ai), however many.

Examples

:

koa abiyaye (ndasoyaye), any man.

kamu abiyaye (ndasoyaye), any woman.
da abiyaye (ndasoyaye), any animal.

ago abiyaye (ndasoyaye), any thing.

kam ndaguyaye, however many men.

(c) To express the idea of illimitability in a

strengthened form, both suffixes (a) and (d) may be

attached at the same time

:

ndusoyaye (nduso-ai), whosoever.

abisoyaye (abiso-ai), whatsoever.

To express the idea of totality, one can use the

following words

:

samma, all.

ngaso, all, whole (composed of nga, safe, unhurt,

and the suffix -so).

kam samma, all, everybody.

kare ngaso kute, bring all the loads.
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To the indefinite pronouns belong also

:

(a) kam (literally, man), which often has the inde-

finite meaning of ' one \ * some one \ e. g.

:

Mana at§ kam wuro gultsina.

Some one told me this news.

(/;) gade, another (used of both animate and inani-

mate things) :

kam gade, another man.
kamu gade, another woman.
da gade, another animal.

ago gade, another thing,

(c) laga, a certain one, a single one, some,

yini, some,

yini laga, a certain one.

e. g. Am laga (yinl) kasugube wnro gultsana

Certain of the market people told me.

(7) Reflexive Pronouns

These are formed by suffixing the possessive pro-^

nouns to the noun k^la (literally, head) or ro (literally,

life). Examples

:

I myself, wu kflani, wn roni.

Thou thyself, ni kglanfmi ni rongm.

He himself,^

She herself, - shi kglantsf, shi rontof

.

It itself, J

We ourselves, andi kflande, andi ronde.
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Ye yourselves, nandi (nai) kglando, naudi (nai)

rondo.

They themselves^ sandi (sai) kglantsa, sandi (sai)

rontsa.

Examples of Reflexive Pronouns in a Sentence.

Wu kglani lengin, I am going myself.

IS*! kflan^ ragfmma, Thou thyself wishest.

Fgr-t§ kflantsg mangin, I want the horse itself,

Aba-t§ shi (shiga) k§lants§ bobone, Call the

father himself.

From the last example it is to be seen that it is

correct to put in the personal pronoun as well as the

substantive.

(8) Reciprocal Pronouns

The Kanuri language has no special reciprocal pro-

noun in our sense ; it supplies the want in the following

way:
To the word kama, comrade, companion, equal, is

suffixed the possessive syllable, and with the addi-

tion of the syllable -ro a pronominal meaning is

acquired ; e. g.

:

Tata ndi atg kamantsaro baktsana.

These two boys beat each other.

Sandi atf kamantsaro yiltsagai.

These men shouted at each other,

Niwa shiwa kamandoro yiltuwi.

You and he shouted at each other.
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Note. In both the last two examples the reflexive

form of the verb yiltu, to shout, is used to strengthen

the meaning ; the reflexive form is not absolutely

necessary, since the verb has already been given a

reflexive sense by means of the reciprocal pronoun.

9. THE VERB

Verbs in Kanuri are divided, according to their

meaning, into simple and expanded. Whilst the

simple verbs merely express the putting into action of

an idea, the expanded verbs bear relation to something

in some way ; they are found, for example, with a

causative, reflexive, or demonstrative meaning. Each

expanded verb can be traced back to some simple

verb, and conversely each simple verb can be formed

into various expanded verbs. Let us first deal with

the simple verbs.

10. Simple Verbs

They may be divided into two chief classes : ClassA
includes verbs which form the infinitive in tf and in

which the ending of the first person singular of most

tenses includes the sound ng. To Class B belong all

the remaining simple verbs ; these mostly form the

infinitive in o and have the sound sk instead of the

sound ng of Class A. The idea suggests itself that

we ought to consider the endings ng and sk as the

sounds of two auxiliary verbs, which confer vigour
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and efifect on a verbal stem, 1. e. on a conception of a

verb. If, for example, one adds the ending ngeof the

first person singular present indefinite of the word

meaning * to make, to make something ', and joins it

to a concrete or abstract root, one practically gets the

meaning of a simple verb, e.g.

:

le-nge, I go ; le is the idea of going, nge, I

make; compounded, I make going, i.e. I go,

bo-uge, I sleep ; bo is the idea of sleeping, nga,

I make ; compounded, I make sleeping, i. e.

I sleep.

The sound sk in the first person singular of most

tenses formed with an auxiliary verb in Class B has

a similar meaning. Since these so-called auxiliary

verbs are only joined to an idea, whose inflexion is

formed by them but which can never stand alone,

they may be called auxiliary verbs of inflexion.

Typical examples of the different simple verbs are :

Class A.

lenge, I go.

bonge, I sleep.

Class B,

diske, I do, make,

rageske, I love, like.

All Class A verbs are conjugated alike and all

Class B alike, but in both conjugations there are verbs
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with special peculiarities^ such as the so-called irregular

verbs.

Kanuri has the following tenses:

[I do not agree entirely with either Koelle's or von

Duisburg's nomenclature of tenses, or with the latter's

translation of their meaning* I therefore give below, in

a comparative table, (i) the nomenclature I propose to

adopt, (a) that of Koelle, and (3) that of von Duisburg.

Mine differs very little from Koelle*s, but considerably

from von Duisburg's,—P.A,B.]

Tenses in the Radical or Ordinary Conjugation.

P.AM.
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Indefinite, vide note (2) on page ^6 of Koelle's

Grammar. As it practically only differs from other

tenses in the first person singular, I omit it.

Koelle also has two tenses which he calls the Past

Participial and the Future Participial, vide page 91 of

his Grammar. As these tenses are rarely met with,

I omit them, as does also von Duisburg. Koelle also

has a Present Participle, vide page 97 of his Grammar^
for both classes of verbs. It is formed by suffixing

-ma to the Infinitive, e.g. botema, sleeping ; ndeoma,

doing. But as these are not common, I omit them.

In addition to the above tenses Kanuri has

:

Perfect Participle (only in Class A verbs).

Imperative.

Infinitive.

It is to be noted that the use of the personal pro-

nouns in front of the verb is only usual when the

person has to be specially emphasized ; e. g, Wu
(wuma) lenge, I went (i.e. I and not some one else).

II. Conjugation of Class A: Simple Verbs

As mentioned above, Class A verbs form the infini-

tive by the addition of the syllable -tg to the root,

e. g. letf , to go ; botg, to sleep ; manatg, to speak ;

kamtg, to cut.

By omitting the infinitive syllable, one gets the root

or verb-stem, which expresses the conception of an

idea but cannot stand alone. Most verbs of this

Class form the first person singular of most tenses by
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the addition of the syllable -ng derived from the

auxiliary verb of inflexion ....

The root itself remains in most cases unaltered ;

a few exceptions will be dealt with later. Below are

given the various forms of the auxiliary verb of

inflexion in -ng.
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Full conjufrations of the verbs bot§ (botu), to sleep,

and manatg (manatu), to say, speak, are given below.

Ftitttre (singular),

1. bongin, I shall sleep. manangin, I shall say.

2. bongmin, thou shalt manangmin, thou shalt

sleep. say.

3. botsin, he shall sleep. manatsin, he shall say.

(plural.)

1. bonyen, we shall sleep, manayen, we shall say.

2. bonuwi, ye shall sleep, mananuwi, ye shall say.

3. botsai, they shall sleep, manatsai, they shall say.

Present Indefinite.

!• bongo (bongo), I sleep (at manange
some indefinite time).

a. bongm, thou sleepest.

3. botsg &c.

1. bonye &c.

2. bonu &c.

3. botsa &c.

(manango), I say.

manangm, thou sayest.

manatsg &c.

mananye &c.

manu &c.

manatea &c.

Perfect.

bongi, I have slept,

bongml, thou hast slept.

botsi &c.

bonye

bonuwi

botsai

&c.

&c.

&c.

manangi, I have said.

manangmi, thou hast said.

manatsi &c.

mananye
mananuwi
manatsai

&c.

&c.

&c.
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Aorist.

I. bogosko, I slept.

2. bogam

3, bogono

1. bogaiye

2. bogau

3. bogeda

&c.

&c.

&c.

managosko, I said,

managam &c.

managono

managaiye

managau
manageda

&c.

&c.

&c.

Future Perfect (not common).

I. botsoko, I shall have manatsoskOi I shall have
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Imperative.

2 pets, sing, bone, sleep thou. manane, speak thou.

2 pers. plur. bonogo, sleep ye. mananogo, speak ye.

I pers. plur.boniyogo (bonyogo), mananiyogo (mana*

let us sleep. nyogo), let us speak.

Infinitive.

bot§ (botu), to sleep. manat§ (manatu), to say,

speak.

Stibstantival Forms.

letu, leta, the going. manatu, maxiata» the speak-

ing.

13.

The following verbs of Class A are conjugated like

the above examples with a few differences

:

(i) Those verbs whose root ends in p or k change

these consonants when followed by ng into m and fL

(nasal n) respectively, and drop the n of the ng.

(i) Verbs with the root ending 1 change the n into 1.

(3) Verbs whose root terminates in sg or su drop
the § or u before g and tB and only retain the s of

the ts.

Examples 0/ (i),

laptg, to load. n§mt§, to sit

foktgy to join. baktgf to beat.
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Future.

I.

2.

3-
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Examples of (a).

gultg, to say; ndalt§, to steal; kolt§, to leave;

kaaaltg, to bathe.
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I.
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pattern of those already given. It is to be noted that

the form in ngak . . . lends greater emphasis to the

verb.

14.

To express repeated action Kanuri not uncommonly
makes use of a reduplication of the verb-stem, e.g.:

lelengina, I went again and again.

lelengmma, you went again and again,

leletsina, he went again and again,

tultullyena, we bathed several times.

tultulluwa, ye bathed several times.

tultulltsana, they bathed several times.

15. Conjugation of Class B: Simple Verbs

The characteristic of all verbs belonging to this

class is the sound sk . . . It appears in all the forms
where Class A verbs have the sound ng, i.e. in the
first person singular of most tenses. One may regard
the sound sk, with flexional endings attached to it, as
a species of auxiliary verb of inflexion, which, attached
to a verb-stem, confers vigour and effect on the con-
ception of a verb. Conjugational forms of the verb
with sk • . . differ from the forms in -ng, especially in

the formation prefixed to the verb-stem in the third

person singular and plural as well as in all persons
of the Aorist and Future Perfect It is noted that
almost all expansive verbs also have an auxiliar>'

verb of inflexion with the sound sk . . . in the first

person singular of most tenses; this may easily be
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confused with the Class B of simple verbs (in sk • . .).

But on nearer inspection one can perceive by the form

of conjugation to which species the verb belongs and

from which simple verb it is to be derived.

1 6,

To Class B belong the verbs which form the first

person singular of most tenses with the aid of the

auxiliary verb of inflexion in §sk.,. This ending is

assimilated to the preceding vowel of the verb-stem,

or, in cases where the stem ends in a vowel, it is

absorbed in such vowel. Consequently one commonly
hears first person singulars in §sk, ask, isk, and
usk, e. g.

:

baske, I mount ; derived from ba-§ske.

diske, I do, make ; derived from dl-gske.

buske, I eat ; derived from bu-§ske.

Owing to the contraction of the vowel, slight differ-

ences are introduced into the inflexion, as may be

seen in the examples of conjugation with the auxiliary

verb of inflexion in §sk which are given below. One
classifies these verbs into four subdivisions according

to their phonetic differences

:

Subdivision {a) vowel of inflexion § (the primitive

vowel).

„ (^) vowel of inflexion a (compounded

from the stem vowel and the g of

the auxiliary verb).
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Subdivision (c) vowel of inflexion i (i and §).

(d) „ „ u (u and §).

Those verbs in Class B which begin with the letter

y have the peculiarity that the inflexional prefix

coalesces with this y. Hence Class B verbs are

properly divided into the following groups

:

First group. Verbs not beginning with y.

Subdivision {a) in gsk, e.g. raggske, I like;

kendgske, I tie on.

Subdivision {b) in ask, e.g. baske, I mount

;

taske, I catch.

Subdivision {c) in isk, e.g. diske, I do, make;
liske, I learn.

Subdivision {d) in usk, e.g. buske^ I eat; make,
I see ; lifaskOi I take care of.

Secondgroup. Verbs beginning with y.

Subdivision {a) in §8k, e.g. yat^ske, I take away.

Subdivision {p) in ask, e.g. yesaske, I repair,

restore.

Subdivision (r) in isk, e.g. yetiskin, I plait

Subdivision {d) in usk, e.g. srimbuluBklny I fill

;

yiftiskin, I buy.

The best way to explain the conjugation of these

verbs is by concrete examples.
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17. First Group

Subdivision {a)

rago, to like ; kgndo, to tie on.

Future.

I. raggskin, I shall like, kgndgskin, I shall tie on.

2. ragfmin

3. tsfragin
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Aorist^

I. kiraggsko, I liked. kikfndgsko, I tied on.

%. kiraggm &c. kik§ndfm &c.

3. kirago &c. kikgndo &c.

1. kiragiye &c. kikgndiye &c.

2. kiragu &c. kikgndu &c.

3. kerago &c* kekgndo &c.

Future Perfect.

1. tsiraggsko, I shall have tsikgndgsko, I shall have

liked. tied on;

2. tsiraggm &c. tsik§nd§m &c
3. tsirago &c. tsik§ndo &c.

I. tsiragiye &c. tsikfndiye &c.

%, tsiragu &c. tsikgndu &c.

3. tserago &c. tsekgndo &c

ParticipiaL

I. ragfskina, I am liking, I like, I liked.

%. ragfmma &c.

3. tsgragina &c
I. ragiyena &c.

%. raguwa &c.

3. tsaragina &c.

I. kfndgskina, I am tying on, I tie on, I tied on.

%. k§ndfinma &c.

3. tflfkgndina &c.

1. kgndiyena &c.

2. kgnduwa &c.

3. tsakfndina &c.
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Imperative.

% p. s, rage, love thou. kgnde, tie thou on.

% p. p. ragogo, love ye. kgndogo, tie ye on.
I p. p, ragiyogo, let us love, kgndiyogo, let us

tie on.

Infinitive.

rago, to like. kgndo, to tie on (also ngfndo).

Verbs conjugated like raggskin.

largskin, be glad. sanggskin, erect, set up.

maggskin, take. natgskin, plant.

pandgskin, get, obtain. nandgskin, bite.

Baggskin, unload. pgrtgskin, pluck,

mergskin, recover,get well.

i8.

Those verbs which begin with k may change the
k into g when a softer sound, like the prefix tsg or
tsa, precedes the k. Hard consonants may likewise

be influenced by softer consonants following them,
such as b or d ; vide baskin below.

Examples,

kendgskin, tie on.

tsgkgndina or tsgggndina, he tied on.

tsakgndina or tsaggndina, they tied on.
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kas^sKin, run.

ts^kasina or tsggashina, he ran.

tsakasina or tsagaBhinay they ran.

Cf. kargskin, tattoo ; keggskin, divide ; &c.

19.

Verbs which have u or o in the first syllable of

their root change the conjugational prefix tag into

tsuy and tsa into tso.

Examples.

nunbuskin, pay.

tsurumbina, he paid.

tsorumbina, they paid.

luggskin, come out.

tsxilugina, he came out.

tsolugina, they came out.

kutgskina, bring.

tsukutina, he brought.

tsokutina, they brought.

dutgskin, sew.

tsudutina, he sewed,

tsodutina, they sewed.

Cf. notgskin, send ; dorgskin, pick up, gather

;

korgskin, ask.

20. Subdivision {b)

Verbs with the ending ask ... in the first person

singular. There are only four :—baskin, mount

;

baskin, beat, pound
;
gaskln, follow ; taskin, catch.

Examples.
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F^
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Future Perfect
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24. Subdivision (a)

Verbs with the ending gsk in the first person

61

Future,

X, yatgskin

take away

a, yat§min

3. tsatin

1. yatiyen

2. yatuwi

3. tsasatiu

singular.

Examples,

Pres. Indef.

yatgske

yat§m

tsatg

yatiye

yatu

tsasatg

Aorist,

keatgsko

keatgm

keato

keatiye

keatu

kesato

ParticipiaL

yatgskina

yatgmma
tsatina

yatiyena

yatuwa

tsasatina

Imperative. Infinitive.

yate, yatogo, yateyogo yato (tsato)

Note. In conversation one often makes use of

abbreviated forms of the verb, e. g.

:

kuskin for kutgskin.

yeskin for yetsfskin.

kumin for kutfinin.

yemin for yetsgmin.

25. Subdivision {b)

Verbs with the ending ask . . . in the first person

singular. There are only a few verbs in this sub-

division, such as yaskin, drink, and yesaskin, repair,

restore.
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Future. Pres. Indef. Aorist.

|. yaskin yaske keasko

2. yamin yam keam
5« tsain tea kea

J* yaiyen yaiye keaiye

9. jrawi yau keau

3. tsasai tsasa kesa

Future.

I. yesaskin

a. yesamln

3. ts^sain

X. yesaiyen

9. yesawi

3. tsaeasai

Pres. Indef.

yesaske

yesam
tsgsa

yesaiye

yesau

tsasasa

Imperative.

9 p. s. ya

9 p. p. yago yaigo

I p. p. yaiyogo

Infinitive.

ya (ntsa)

Aorist*

keesaskQ

(kesasko)

keesam

keesa

keesaiye

keesau

kesasa

,9 p. s. yesai

Imperative.

9 p. p* yesaigo I p.p. yesaiyogo

Infinitive.

yesa (ntsasa)

96. Subdivision (c)

Verbs ending in isk . . . in the first person singular.

Conjugate as in Section 94, substituting i for §.
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27, Subdivision {d)

Verbs with the ending usk ... in the first person

singular.

Examples.

Future. Aorist, Imperative.

1. yimbultiskiny fill, kimbulusko 2 p. s. yimbule
2. yimbulumin kimbulum 2 p. p. yimbologo

kimbulo3. tBumbuIin

1. yimbtiliyen

2. yimbiiluwi

3. tsasambulin

kimbuliye

kimbulu

kesambulo

I p. p. yimbuliyogo

Infinitive.

yimbulu

(ntsimbulo)

Verbs conjugated similarly, though with some
differences

:

yifuskin, buy. yuruskin, fall down,

yimduskin, swallow. yukumskm, attack.

yuwiuruskin (yuruskin), laugh.

28. Expanded Verbs.

The expanded verbs may be classified as follows

{a) those with a reflexive meaning.

(c)

{d)

(/)

relative meaning,

causative meaning,

relative and reflexive meaning,

causative and reflexive meaning,

causative and relative meaning,

reference to a personal pronoun

(Koelle calls this ' Objective In-

flexion': vide p. 99 of his Grammar).
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It is obvious that not every verb is found in all the

expanded forms, of which (a) and (6) are the com-
monest in conversation. Form (£•) is very seldom

used, and then only in a few turns of phrase. [This

is a very disputable statement. Plenty of examples

may be found in Kanuri Readings^ and it is especially

common in the Imperative. The Objective Inflexion

is one of the chief difficulties in Kanuri, and it is no

use blinking it.—P.A. B.] It is in general doubtful

whether the majority of the Kanuri are aware of all

the formations of the verb. [This is true, but any

Kanuri may suddenly use an odd tense or an odd
conjugation of the Objective Inflexion.—P.A. B.]

29. {a) Reflexive Conjugation of Class A Verbs.

One adds to the stem of a Class A verb an auxiliary

verb of inflexion which has the sound tgsk in the first

person singular of most tenses, and which is inflected

similarly to the verbs in §8k in Section 16.

Examples.

bakta, to beat oneself, derived from baktg, to beat,

tulta, to wash oneself, derived from tultg, to wash,

kamta, to cut oneself, derived from kamtg, to cut.

It will be sufficient to give the most important

forms

:

baktgskin, I shall beat myself,

baktin, he will beat himself.
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baktai, they will beat themselves.

bakkat§sko, I beat myself,

bakkato, he beat himself,

bakkata, they beat thetnselves.

In conclusion, it should be noted that the reflexive

form of the verb in tfsk, &c., may also have a passive

meaning

:

bakta, to beat oneself, or to be beaten,

tulta, to wash oneself, or to be washed,

kamta, to cut oneself, or to be cut.

Which is the actual meaning (reflexive or passive) in

any particular sentence must be determined by the

context Those verbs which from their meaning cannot

have a reflexive form can consequently only have a

passive meaning.

30. (d) Relative Conjugation of Class A Verbs.

If one adds to the stem of a Class A verb an

auxiliary verb of inflexion, which has the sound ggsk

in the first person singular of most tenses and is

conjugated analogously to the simple verb in ng

or n$Bk, the verb receives a relative or objective

meaning.

Examples.

ganat§gf , to place on, derived from ganat§, to place,

pit^gg, to pour out, derived from pitf, to spout,

scatter, spread, pour.
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p§letgg§, to indicate, exhibit, derived from pgletg, to

show.

manatggg, to discuss, derived from manat§, to speak.

ganaggskin, I shall place on.

ganatsggin, he will place on.

ganatsagai, they will place on.

ganagigfsko, I placed on.

ganagigo, he placed on.

ganagega, they placed on.

It is to be noted that one can form a relative or

objective conjugation of all verbs provided they have

reference to an object. At the same time the verb

receives a strengthened meaning as soon as one adds

the object to which it has reference.

3T. (c) Causative Conjugation of Class A Verbs.

If one puts the prefix yita on to the simple verb,

the resulting simple verb receives the meaning of

causing some one to do something. The conjugation

endings of the various tenses are in conformity

with the forms of the Relative Conjugation {vide

Section 30).

Examples*

yitaletg, to cause some one to go.

yitagultf, to cause some one to say.

yitabobotg, to cause some one to call,

yitasaktg, to cause some one to shut.
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32. {d) Relative and Reflexive Conjugation of
Class A Verbs.

This conjugation is a combination of {a) and (b).

It IS not commonly employed. It is formed by putting

the syllable t§ in front of the endings of the auxiliary

verbs of inflexion of the {b) conjugation, e. g.

:

ganatggfskin, I shall put myself on.

pgletgtsggin, he will exhibit himself.

33- {e) Causative and Reflexive Conjugation of
Class A Verbs.

This conjugation is formed by prefixing yita to the

verb, and using the endings of the reflexive auxiliary

verb of inflexion of the {a) conjugation, e.g.

:

yitabaktgskin, I shall cause some one to beat himself.

yitatult§skin, I shall cause some one to wash himself.

yitakamtgskin, I shall cause someone to cut himself.

&c.

34. (/) Causative and Relative Conjugation of
Class A Verbs.

Formed by a combination of {b) and {c) conjugations.

One prefixes yita to the verb and uses the endings

of the auxiliary verb of inflexion of the
(fi) conjuga-

tion, e. g.

:

yitaganatfgg, to cause some one to put on.

yitapitggg, to cause some one to pour out.

yitap§let§gg, to cause some one to exhibit.

yitamanat§g§, to cause some one to discuss.
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(f ) Conjugation with Reference to a Personal

Pronoun^ Koelle^ * Objective Inflexion \

Vide Section 44.

%S* {^) Reflexive Conjugation of Class B Verbs.

One prefixes the syllable tf to the verb (or tu in

the case of verbs whose predominant vowel is u).

In verbs beginning with y (verbs of the second

group of Class B) the y of the verb and the 9 of the

first syllable are elided. The flexional endings of the

different tenses correspond to those given for sub-

divisions {a) to {d).

As regards the passive meaning of this conjugation,

vide Section %<).

Examples of Group i.

t|nando, to bite oneself.

tgnand§8kin, I shall bite myself,

tgnandin, he will bite himself,

tanandin, they will bite themselves,

katgnandfsko, I bit myself.

kat§nando, he bit himself.

katanando, they bit themselves.

t§rag§sko, to love oneself.

t§rag§skin, I shall love myself.

tgragin, he will love himself.

taragin, they will love themselves.

katgraggsko, I loved myself.

katgrago, he loved himself,

katarago, they loved themselves.
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Examples of Group a.

tambo, to be born,

tambuskin, I shall be born,

tambiny he will be born.

, .
*

f they will be born,
tatambin, J

katambuBko, I was born.

katambo, he was born.

katasambin, I ^, ,

. . \ they were born,
katatambin,

)

tiunbiilo, to fill oneself, to be filled.

tumbultukin, I shall fill myself.

tumbxLlin, he will fill himself.

tatambulin, '

tasambiLliiLy * they will fill themselves.

tasumbuliii)^

katumbuluskOy I was filled.

katasambulOy

'

katatambulo,

katasumbulOy

. they were filled.

^6. {b) Relative Conjugation of Class B Verbs.

This conjugation is formed by prefixing the syllable

ygk to the verb. Before a verb beginning in b, d, j,

r, and y the syllable ygk becomes ygr, and before

lyfL
Examples.

ygkkoroy to inquire.

ygrragOy to feel oneself drawn towards some one.
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y^ijero, to tie to.

yfUado, to sell.

The verbs are conjugated like the simple verbs of

Group 2 (beginning in y), e. g.

:

tsfrgerin, he will tie to.

tsargarin, they will tie to.

And
t^rgerin, he will tie himself to, or he will be tied to-

targerin, they will tie themselves to, or they will be

tied to.

37. (c) Causative Conjugation of Class B Verbs*

As in the causative conjugation of Class A verbs,

yita is prefixed to the simple verb, but this does not

aflfect the conjugation endings.

38. {d) Relative and Reflexive Conjugation of
Class B Verbs.

Wanting.

39. (^) Causative and Reflexive Conjugation of
Class B Verbs.

Formed by prefixing yita to a reflexive verb.

40. (/) Causative and Relative Conjugation of
Class B Verbs.

Wanting.
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41. (g) Conjugatiofi with Reference to a Personal

Pronoun. Koelle^ ' Objective Inflexion \

Vide Section 44.

4a.

Wanting,

43. Irregular Class B Verbs

Note. Herr von Duisburg discusses these. I think

it is simpler to give the conjugation of tenses which

are irregular, and learn them by heart

ndio, ndeo, to come.

Future.
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ntshetsho, njetsho, to kill.

Future. Aorist

yetsfskin ketsfsko or kesko

yetsgmin ketsgm

tBhetshin (oheohin) ketso kGjo

yetBhen ketshe keje

yetsiiwi ketsu

tshesheshin (oheohechin) kesheso

44. Conjugation with reference to a Personal
Pronoun of Class A and Class B Verbs

It is found in all tenses of all conjugations, but is

especially commonly used in the Imperative. For

a full discussion of this complicated conjugation, which

Koelle calls ' Objective Inflexion \ vide Koelle, Kanuri
Grammar^ pp. 99-139, where full conjugations are

given. As examples there will only be given here the

Future, Aorist, and Imperative of specimen verbs,

(a) wnngin (see), {b) diskin (do), {c) yifoskln (buy),

and the irregular verb (rf) yiskin (give).
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45. The Negative Mood

The negative mood of a verb is formed by adding

the word ba or gani, meaning * not ', to any tense, e.g.

:

letsiiL ba^ he will not go.

ladeske gani, I did not sell.

Special negative tenses, Present Indefinite, Aorist,

and Future Perfect, are formed by contraction with an

irregularity in the first person plural, e. g.

:

Present Indefinite.
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wote lengmmi, do not go (literally^ that thou tnayest

rtot go),

wote gulluwi, do not tell (literally, that ye may not

tell).

Note. It should be remembered that the particle ba
is interrogative as well as negative, and may be placed

after any tense, e.g. :

len§m ba P did you go ?

len^mmi ba P did you not go ?

It often corresponds to the French n'est-ce pas.

47- Conjunctional or Conditional Mood

The syllable ya is suffixed to the Perfect and the

Aorist, with certain euphonic changes.

Present Conjunctional. Past Conjunctional.

lengiya, ifor when I go. legoskanya, if or when I went,

lenfmiya &c. legamya &c.

letsiya &c. leganya &c.
lenyeya &c. legeiyenya &c.
lenuwiya &c. legauya &c.
letsaiya &c. legedanya &c.

ladgBkiya, if or when I kiladgskanya, if or when I

sell. sold.

&c. &c. &c. &c.

The Conjunctional and Negative Moods are also
found combined.
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Present Conjunct. Negative.

lenggniyay if or when I do not go.

&c. &c.

Past Conjunct, Negative.

legoskeniya, if or when I did not go.

&c. &c.

48.

THE ADVERB
Adjectives become adverbs by the addition of the

dative ending -ro, e. g,

:

ngglaro, well ; dibiro, badly ; danro, quickly.

Adverbs of Place

here, na atf, nat§ (literally, this place),

there, na tutu (literally, that place),

from here, na at§n, natgn (literally, from this place).

from there, na tutim (literally, from that place).

hither, na atgro, natgro (literally, to this place).

thither, na tuturo (literally, to that place),

behind, ngabon.

in front, fugun,

near, kargngg.

far, kuyintg, kintg.

from afar, kuyintgn, kintgn.

everywhere, ndaranyaye, ndaranyai.

together, roko, yoro, kalkaXro, kalkallo^ ohi tiloro

(literally, with one mouth).
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Adverbs
to-day, ku,

to-morrow, bari,

yesterday, bisga.

day before yesterday, bis-

ganto.

day after to-morrow, bavi-

koja.

next day but two, ku kabu

yasg§n,ku kabu yasggwa
(literally, to-day three

days) ; waggrre.

now, k§rma, kgrmama.

at night, bunye.

by day, kausu.

midnight, dfrt§.

forenoon, balte.

evening, kajiri.

morning, sfba (very early

morning, fajfr),

mid-day, kauBU dabu.

OF Time
sunset, magarifa,

this year, kiminde.

last year, minde.

next year, bari mina,

galagia.

year before last, mindeto.

first, burgo.

last, darge.

again, kuru.

then, wonte.

afterwards, ngabon.

before, fugun.

presently, afterwards,

wage,wagge,wagejiya«

quickly, suddenly, na-

gfdg-

quickly, kambairo.

presently, tusshiya, tusi-

ya.

49, Adverbs of Kind, Manner, Degree,
AND Purpose

angalan, quickly, softly, dua, duaro, quickly.

carefully. ng§Ia, ng§laro, good,

angal angalan, very quietly, well, properly.

very carefully, gradually, zauro, very.

ngubu, much. linta, very.

gana, little. kal, kalkal, equally.
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kariterO) excellently, jire, truly.

especially good. kgji, pleasantly, sv/eetly.

sal, merely, only, except, wonigge, perhaps.

kgd§g, quietly, silently. ba, not.

ngai, thus (after the sub- ba? interrogative particle.

stantive).

50. Interrogative Adverbs

abi, afl P what ?

nda? how ?

afigaiP how?
nda P ndara P where ?

ndaranP whither?

yimbiP when?

yimbin P since when ?

ndaguP ndawoP how much? how many?

For Specific Adverbs, i. e, adverbs only attached to

one or two particular words, vide Koelle, Kanuri

Grammar^ pages 14a and 283, and article by Prietze

in Mitteilungen des Seminars fiir orientalische

Sprachen (Berlin), Jahrgang XI, 1908 (page 307).^

These adverbs are exceedingly numerous. Some
of the commonest are

:

bul fog, quite white,

tilo Ion, only one.

tselim p§t, jet black.

ndi karau, only two.

^ Vide below, p, ZZ^ for translation of this article-
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51. THE PREPOSITIONS

The Kanuri language has no proper prepositions.

The expressions which may be regarded as preposi-

tions are always used in connexion with a postposition,

i.e. with the locative suffix -n or-lan» e.g.

:

on, kgla . . . n ; on the horse, k§la p§rben»

in, tsuro . . . n ; in the town, tsuro bglaben.

in front of, fugu • . . n ; in front of him, fuguntsgn.

behind, ngabo . . . n ; behind me, ngabonyin ; behind

the town, ngabo bglaben.

between, dabu . . . n.

under, tshidiga . • . n.

551. THE POSTPOSITIONS

with, through, on, in, .... n, ... . Ian.

around, deri . . . . n.

thus, like, -ngai, -gai.

because, nanga.

still, yet, dugo.

indeed, marre.

similarly, tsabun.

53. THE CONJUNCTIONS

and, -n . . . . -n, -wa .... -wa, -nyin .... -nyin.

or, -ra.

either , ... or, -ra .... -ra.

only, except, sai.

if, kwoya.
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54. INTERJECTIONS
labuda, quite right.

wai, alas

!

waiyo, help

!

yowa, very good, very well.

aya, to express astonishment.

at§ma, '

atgma shi, right, that is so.

ngaima,

55^ NUMERALS

1 tile, pal, lasgg

2 ndi

3 ya8K§

4 degg

5 ^«^
6 arasg§

7 tulur

8 wusg§

9 l§gar

10 megu
fluku

11 meguj^^^^ tilon; or lagari

(luku
1 2 megu

I ^^^^
ndxn ; or nduri

fluku
13 megu

I ^^^^
yasgfn ; or megu yasgfn
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14

15

16

18

19

20

ai

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

200

300

1000

mi

megu-
(luku
tata

degfn .
I
megu deggn

'
Imegu deri

( luku (megu ugun
«»«8^1tata '^«^5°''lmeiuwuri

(luku

fluku

(luku

luku
tata

megu]

pindi

. ^.fluku
P^^^Mtata

arasg§n ; or megu arasggn

tulurnyin ; or megu tuluri

wufig§n ; or megu wusg§n

Iggarnyin ; or megu Iggarnyin

tilon

piyasg§

pidegg

piugu

pirasgg

pitulur

jpiusgu
Ipitusku

pilggar

mia, yeru

yeru ndin

yeru yasgg

dubu

dubu mian megu luku tilon
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Ordinals

These are formed by prefixing k§n to the Cardinals,

eg.:

k^ntilo, first,

kfndegf, fourth,

kfllggar, ninth.

Note. * First ' is often expressed by burgo-be,

* second ' by ngabo-be, ' last ' by dfrge-be.

Numerals always follow the noun, and if the noun is

qualified by an adjective, they follow the adjective, e.g.

:

pe nggla yasgg, three good cows.

p§r deg§ maibe, four of the king's horses.

Numeral Adverbs

These are formed by adding -ro to the Cardinals,e.g.

tilo-ro, once,

ndi-ro, twice,

megu luku yasgf-ro, thirteen times.

Or to the Ordinals

:

k§ntilo-ro, the first time.

Fractions

\ reta

\ sanna yasgg

\ sauna degf
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Distributives

Formed by repeating the Cardinal, e. g. :

tilo tilOy one each.

megu megu, ten each.

Indefinite Numerals

tiloma, a single one. yasggso, all three.

aflma, abima, anything. deg§so, all four, &c.

nduma, any one. aflyaye, all ; everything.

samma* all. ndasoyaye) ,,' ^ ^ [all ; every one.
afiso, abiso, whatever. nduyaye )

ndasaso, whichever. yasg§yaye, all three, &c.

nduso, whoever. ndasoyaye | each ; every

ngaso, all ; every. ndusoyaye' one.



THE SPECIFIC ADVERBS OF
EMPHASIS IN HAUSA AND KANURI

Translated and Re-arranged from the
German of Rudolf Prietze

[The original of this article appeared in the Mit-

teilungen des Seminars fiir orientalische Sprachen^

Berlin, Jahrgang XI, Dritte Abteilung, 1908. I

have usually adopted the Royal Geographical

Society spelling used in Robinson's Hausa Dic-

tionary and Benton^s Kanuri Readings instead

of the complicated though more scientific system

favoured by Prietze.—P.A.B.]

Mischlich in his Hanssa-Lehrbiichj p. 54, under

Adverbs, points out that there are certain ones which

mean *very' only in a certain connexion, and quotes

as emphatic suffixes of this species lau attached to

lafla, meaning * quite' ; wur to ja (red), fet or far to

fari (white), kirin to bakki (black).

Although Mischlich states that lau*Iau means the

same as lafla-lau, wur-wiu* as ja-wur, the expression

cannot be exactly translated thus. According to my
inquiries, such duplication can only be employed to

contradict an expressed or implied doubt. If, for
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example, a merchant has recommended some material

as fari-fet or ja-wur, arid the customer finds it not so

white or so red as he wants, the former would protest

that it is fet-fet or wur-wur ; the duplication therefore

does not imply kind but degree. Koelle, in § 289

(p. 282 K) of his Kamiri Grammar, gives thirty-three

such specific or confined adverbs, each of which is only

found applied to a definite particular word or its

synonyms. It appears that adverbs of this stamp are

to be found in other African languages, e. g. Aku and

Vci, and are to be regarded as onomatopoeic (or

rather sound-symbolic) expressions.

I have traced this remarkable phenomenon in dis-

cussions with people from the Sudan in the Azhar

Mosque here [i.e. Cairo]. What I have been able to

collect regarding words of this class, drawn in Hausa
from the dialects of Damagaram (capital, Zinder) and

Kano, and in Kanuri from the Manga dialect of the

district of Borsari, may serve to illustrate the differences

from Kocllc's material, which was drawn from the

Gazir district [i.e. Gazirrcgomo or old Birni].

Abbreviations :

K. == Kano dialect. Kl. = Koelle.

D, = Damagaram dialect, H. = Hausa.

M. = Mischlich. B. = Bornu (Kanuri).

In addition to the specific adverbs of emphasis

•enumerated below, it should be noted that many of

them can also be expressed by the common words for

* quite ',
* fully ',

* very ', viz. in Hausa by kwarai
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(Kano, Sokoto) and sarrai (Datira, Damagaram), by
dakeau (Kano, Sokoto) and kakeau (Daura, Katsena),

in Kanuri by nnta or taouro.

HAUSA ADVERBS (85)

ddbas (K.) : da kabri d&baa, very thick (board,

material).

dak&b (D.) : da dauda dak&b, filthily dirty.

d&kan (K.) : da dauda d&kan, filthily dirty.

dibis (K.) : kusa ne dibis, it is quite near.

dilim (D.,K*) : makafo dilim, totally blind.

dbm (D., K.) : ya zamha dom, he remains quite still.

dowi (D.) : maiwari dowi, frightfully smelly.

faiy&u (K.) : da kaifL flaiydu, quite sharp (edged).

fiEtl (D., K.) : a ohikke fal, it is quite full.

da sasari fal, loaded with chains.

farz&k (D.,K.): dia farz&k, enormous fruit.

fat (D., K.) (M. Sokoto fet, Kano fer) : fluri fat (D., K.),

snow-white. (There is a remarkable similarity

between the emphatic word used in Hausa with

' white ', and in Kanuri with * black '.)

faz6k (D.) : dia fasdk, enormous fruit. [Cf. ? Kanuri

gajak, bloated ; vide Benton, Kanuri Readings^

p. 29]
fer. Vide fat.

fet. Vide fat.

fl&u (D.) : da kaifl fldu, quite sharp (edged).

fitik (K.) : kurma fitik, deaf as a post.

for (D., K.) : da doaohi fUr» quite bitter.
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fdrat (D.) : da sauki fiirat, quite light (weight).

fdtik (D.) : kxirma ftitik, deaf as a post,

g&gau (K.), gagdu (D.) : maikarifl gigau, gigantically

strong. (Cf. M, g&gaiita (K.), to be hasty, rash*)

gdrau (D., K.) : sabo g&rau, quite new (garment).

giibal (K.) : gigere gtibal, quite short.

igir (D.) : da taiiri igir, hard as a rock.

kaUtu (K.) : da sanyi kaldu, quite cool (weather).

mailafla kalau, mild, tender-hearted,

k&m (D., K.) : ya ke kdm, he stands upright,

kardu (D.) : da sanyi kar&u, quite cold (water).

sabo kardu, quite new (metal).

kekashashe kardu, quite dry.

kdtaf (K.) : fora ta yi kabri k&taf, the porridge is

quite thick.

kau (D.) : zafl kau, great heat.

(kau is also the Kanuri word for * Sun'.)

kidil (D.,K.) : wada kidil, a regular dwarf.

gajere kidil, quite short,

kigir (D.) : da tanri kigir, hard as a rock,

kikam (K.) : ya tsaya kikam, he stands upright.

kilit (K.) : gajere kilit, quite short.

kankanni kilit, quite small.

kirin (D., K.) : bakki kirin, coal black.

dufa kirin, pitch dark.

kirtib (D.) : fura ta yi kabri kirtib, the porridge is

quite thick.

kitib (D.) : da kabri kitib, very thick (board,

material).

kor (D., K.) : da tsami kor, quite sour.
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kiinun (D., K.) : karami ktinuui quite small. (Cf.

M. kumm, rest, usually silence.)

kw&nai (D.) : da wayo kwdnai, very clever,

lak (D., K.) : data lak, only one.

lau (D., K.) : lafla lau, very well.

ka yi hazikuri lau, pray be patient,

limas (K.) : da tabshi limas, quite soft (cushions and

cloths).

liikos (D.) : da tabshi Iiikos, quite supple. (In Kano
liikos = asunder, not according to M.)

mardu (K.) : kekashashe mar&u, quite dry.

mas&u (D.) : a-darme mazdu, he is tightly bound,

rak (D.) : bin rak, only two.

sab (K.) : a-darme sab, he is tightly bound.

6&nka (K.): sabo s&nka, quite new (garment),

shdkat (D., K.) : harshinsa sh&kat, he is very talka-

tive. (Cf. M. sdkot in duatsu s&kot, light

stones.)

shar (D.,K.): shudi shar (K.), quite sky-blue,

zanwa shar (D., K.), quite green,

danye shar (D.), quite unripe,

shdrab (K.) : danye sb&rab (K.), quite unripe,

shdraf (K.) : ganye shiraf (K.), quite green leaf.

shdrat (K.): danye sh&rat (K,), quite unripe,

shdtak (D., K.) : lami shdtak, quite insipid, un-

seasoned,

danye shdtak (K.), quite unripe,

shau (D., K.) : shxmi shau (D., K.), deep dark blue,

shudi shau (D.), quite sky-blue.

(According to my informants, Mischlich has changed
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the meanings of shiini and shudi the wrong way

round.)

shfrim (D*) : babba shfrim, gigantically big.

(K* babba kato; cf. M. kato, thick.)

shirit (D.) : danye shirit (D.), quite unripe.

damana shirit (D.), time of fresh green

after the rains.

fiibal (K.) : da samtsi sibal, quite smooth.

silib (D.) : da samtsi silib, quite smooth,

silim (K.) : da samtsi silim, quite smooth.

sit : bakki sit, coal black.

tal (D., K.) : da kora tal, quite bald.

tikir (K.) : da taiuri tikir, hard as a rock.

tflas (D., K.) : da tabshi tilas, quite soft (cushions and
cloths).

mailafia tilas (D.), quite gentle (of

character).

tafivriki lafla tilas, perfectly secure

road,

tis (D.) : kusa ne tis, it is quite near,

tiibus (D.) : da tabshi tdbus, quite soft (food).

tiikos (D.) : da tabshi tiikos, quite soft (food).

tiikub (D.) : tsofo tiikub, as old as the hills.

tiikuf (K.) : tsofo tiikuf, as old as the hills.

wur (D., K.) : ja wur (D., K.), deep red.

yom (D.) : maikeau yom, very beautiful, very good.

zag6b (D., K.) : rubabbe zag6b (K.), quite spoilt (e. g.

a garment).

2ag6m (D.) : rubabbe zagdm, quite putrid (e.g. meat).

zigib (K.) : azige zigib (or zigUb), it is very sloppy.
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